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About This Game

Early Bird Bonus: Players who purchased the Complete Bundle, Card Collection Bundle, or any Premium Boosters for Magic
2015 prior to 11/5/2014 automatically get the Garruk’s Revenge expansion campaign added to their account as a bonus! Simply

update Magic 2015 to the latest version, start the game, and the expansion campaign will be there waiting for you!

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
GARRUK'S REVENGE EXPANSION NOW AVAILABLE!

Walk in the footsteps of the Multiverse's greatest hunter. Featuring additional campaign levels, challenges, and new cards to
collect, you take on the role of Garruk and hunt your prey across the planes!

-Explore the fan-favorite plane of Alara to unlock powerful new cards -Take on the role of Garruk and use his evolving deck to
hunt your prey -Win Battle Boosters through Multiplayer to expand your card collection
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Hunt bigger game on a bold new adventure with Magic 2015—Duels of the Planeswalkers! Command powerful creatures and
wield devastating spells to defeat your opponents in this epic game of strategy.

Hone your skills as you battle your way across the planes of the Multiverse. Beware though, Planeswalker. Your biggest danger
lies ahead. Garruk Wildspeaker, the greatest hunter known, has fallen under the curse of the Chain Veil. He now mercilessly

stalks his own kind. Find him and stop him ... before he finds you!

Explore the rich storyline of Magic 2015 and sharpen your game:
• The best way to learn to play Magic: A detailed tutorial makes it easy to get started.

• Deck building: Open virtual booster packs of Magic cards to build decks and battle in single- and multi-player modes.
• Hours of gameplay: Travel across five different fantastic planes, battle incredible creatures, and save the Multiverse from a

terrible fate.

*Premium Boosters purchased individually or in bundles can be opened once you’ve completed the Innistrad Chapter.
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Nie\u017ale. A clever tactical title, with a touch of environmentalism sprinkled in via one of the main game mechanics. You are
awarded funds each turn, and said funds increase over the course of the game, but you can accelerate your inflow by placing
towers that degrade the map. They can also be used to craft the map state in a way that changes the flow of battle, even if it
turns into a waiting game near the end to simply get enough funds to make a decisive strike. You have to be conscious of how
the pieces are placed on the board, and how things will likely change in the near future. You'll need to think ahead to play this
game, but if you get the hang of it, it feels pretty good to pull off an effective strategy.. If you enjoy the early 2D
Duke's/Commander Keen platformers you will also enjoy this one, nothing special, solid DOS nostalgia. Hello all ET1980 here
here's my Review.

Not to much of a learning curve (still don't know how to drag tackle) but i'm a winger.

Over all feel and look of ground's is Magic all i need now is up up cronulla yelling in background would be sick!!!
The ground's themself's the pitch condition is somethink special THE GRASS looks so sick.

-Menus are easy simple look good.
-Gameplay if you have played RLL1 & RLL2 clear your brain of them this is LIGHT YEARS AHEAD
-Forward's do there job and sometimes they don't,But they are important it's a team game.
-Online don't know yet havent tryed but will update when i do it's beer day today so will update.

-Remember this is no EA/FIFA/PES.But in this Game you can feel the love in every detail which makes this stand out.
- Be a pro - WOW just WOW this mode so rule's and the perk system is just amazing i tend to use it in last couple match's
before final's so that the Sharkie's win final's.
You can create your player edit him at anytime hair/bread/Tattoo's etc which is cool not locked behind same oops made a
mistake cannot change or have to start a new career.
No 1 tip in be a pro But you fitness up because you could play 2 game's maybe one and get knocked out for rest of season lol.
- Fanhub has great community updates on player's,Ref's,Team's.
- If you have played Rugby or League and understand running line's looking for gap's this give you the control to be Stacey
Jone's it's epic

I remember watching gameplay on ps4 and was like mm it's alright but after buying it and playing myself WOW just WOW.
Cannot more than Recommend this game this blew ARL 96 of my top list :D
10/10
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Also would like to Thank the PS4 and Xbox One players for testing everythink out for us so us the Master race could have a
great game at Launch
Thank you to Ross 'The Boss" and his team at BigAnt for putting up with us and beeing pretty freakn awsome Dev listening to
input and output.
Cannot be more happier with this :D

Quick update if your wanting to go Online and play had great weekend playing BUT!!!
My biggest concern is the Ai and the passing forward and reset's or running away into sideline when you clearly have the stick
facing the other way then the ball gets passed willy nilly.

Top Tip No1 for Online Go the Warrior's look at the guy at the top of Leader Boards.
Shaun Johnson off kick off 100% he'll score.
It's like Shaun Johnson is Jonah Lomu fend's everyone even the biggest forward's

Don't Rage quit make you look dumb keep playing learn from losses took me about Million game's it felt like to get me on my
feet then Win's started coming.

Over all Online is alright easy Spam try's Gaps the AI leave are soo bad or they walk off to the pub let other team score.Or even
better chuck the ball when you havent even pressed the pass button.

Gotta say this Online mode tested my rage and glad i'm not going to be playing any of it any more.

Game is a 10/10 but online 1/10. This was easily one of the best and most intriguing titles I have seen from Choice of Games.
The characters and attributes all played out very well. I honestly felt a decent connection to the majority of the characters. Also,
for once, I felt that sticking with my chosen skills rarely worked against me. This is a title that I will definitely come back for
later play-throughs in the future. I would give this game a 9\/10.
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An excellent route. Nottingham Victoria, London Road, Netherfield stations are very good representations of the long gone
actual, I can almost see myself standing where I used to. Colwick shed and yard are superb, the only thing missing are the
footbridges which took the footpath over certain tracks. Signalling is as I recall except the home signal between the level
crossing at Colwick shed west and Netherfield station was very tall to give sighting over the houses with a low level repeater.
Very realistic and challenging. Lots of workshop material as well. Absolutely worth every penny. Well done DTG. the story is
hard but a lot of fun. Necron ftw. The Janus Class is one of my new favorites honestly.. Many countless nights I took a whole
bunch of speed and chased the insane achievements in this game. Absolutely worth every \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing
second. Hard to get into but pretty damn good once you do. Would be nice to have more ship models though.. This game is good
(for the time it was made) and was enjoyable in the end. But the controls are done very awkwardly. They do have grip toggle
now which makes holding the axe and guns better but you can't throw objects when in that mode. Therefore, what I did was use
toggle grip when I had to do the levels with guns and turned it off when I did the levels that needed stealth. Now if you have a
gun in non toggle grip mode when you hold the gun you have to hold trigger and shoot with track pad which is dopey. Now you
understand why I did what I did. If you have a large play space it is super immersive as you can literally walk\/crawl behind the
syrens quietly with your own body which is exillerating. It was like really being there and with the tension. Basically you can
throw things to distract the Syrens, kill or hurt them if you have weapons which are hard to come by or die if they see you. :-) . I
am not sure if chapter 2 was included with what I played which I doubt as there was no shooter mode as far as I noticed.
Regardless of that fact if you get this on sale I think you can get some enjoyment out of it and also have a decent horror\/thriller
game to play at parties or showing off VR to friends if you show them how to do the controls like I explained. It does seem like
this is the final release but none the less I recommend it on sale only. My rating 6\/10. Mainly because of the controls and lack
of further develoment. There is an ending to the game so this part is finished.

One further suggestion: When you first start the game and if you want to do the tutorial choose smooth walking first because I
think the tutorial is broken for the teleport mode. And for the tutorial choose toggle grip so you can shoot the guns "normally".
Haha. Then switch back to the other modes if you want to use them. Remember you can't effectively throw stuff in toggle grip
mode. It just drops stuff out of your hand if you try to throw. Still with all these quirks on sale I think you should not pass up
this experience if you like tension thrillers\/horror stealth games.

First play video here if you want to see the full playthrough. There is a lot of trial and error in it. Not edited. The spoiler is at the
end so if you don't want to know what happens then don't watch the last 10 minutes. Thanks and enjoy. :-)
https:\/\/youtu.be\/Qd5aOFOIP18?t=323
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